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ABSTRACT 

A regional gravity survey carried out 

by officers of the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology 

and Geophysics, in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin between 

July and October, l' 956, is described, . The data from 

this survey have been combined with those of other 

gravity surveys conducted in the area to give a gravity 

picture of the greater part of the basin. 

Several gravity lows are revealed which can 

be related directly to the presence of basins or sub

basins of Palaeozoic sediments. A us~ful picture of the 

major structural features of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin has 

been obtained but further gravity data are needed to 

complete the survey of the basin as a whole. 

(iii) 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of a geophysical investigation being under
taken by the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and . 
:Geophysics in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin, gravj.ty observations 
were made along roads, tracks and traverse l:i.nes in the north
!3astern corner of Western Australia and over the Spirit Hill 
Anticline near the Keep River in the Northern Territory, east 
of the Western Australian border. Gravity observations were 
c,tlso made recently with an underwater gravimeter at places 
Qff-shore between Keep Inlet and Wyndham, in Cambridge Gulf. 

The Bureau IS geophysi.cal investigations included 
seismic tests along selected· traverses, and an airborne 
magnetometer survey of the Basin. A separate report (Robertson, 
1957) has been prepared on the results of the seismic tests. 
T'he results of the airborne survey have not yet been investigated 
but a separate report will be issued on these later. 

The object of the geophysical investigation is to 
provide basic data which will assist companies operating in this 
region in assessing its petroleum possibilities. 

The Bureauis geophysical investigations are not the 
only ones being made in the Basin. A gravity survey of portion 
of· the Keep River area had previously been made jointly by 
Associated Australian Oilfields N.L. and Westralian Oil Ltd., 
and the results were made .available to the Bureau. Byarrange
ment with these companies, the Bureau's gravity observations 
have been tied to; and integrated with, those of the companie~ .. 
The Bouguer anomaly map of the Bonaparte Gulf Region (Plate 2) 
which accompanies this report inCludes some of the gravity 
results obtained by the companies in the Keep River and Burt 
Range areas. 

A further gravity survey has been made by Associated 
Aus~ralian Oilfields NfL., along the coast between the Daly River 
and the Northern Territory/Western Australia border but the 
res~lts are not available for this report. 

The results of the recent gravity survey along the 
coastal waters have yielded valuable information in particular 
over portions of the marginal areas of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. 
More data are needed, particularly in the north-western and 
southern portions of the Basin, to complete the gravity 
reconnaissance survey of the whole of the area occupied by 
Palaeozoic and younger sediments. Nevertheless, the information 
now available should prove of some assistance in interpreting 
the major structure of the Basin and in supplementing the small 
amount of seismic data. 

The area covered by the ground parties which made the 
gravfty reconnaissance in Western Australia lies to the west 
of the Northern Territory/Western Australia border between the 
40 miles north and 75 miles north posts of the Border Survey and 
extends westward to Carlton Crossing on the Ord River, 35 miles 
from Wyndham. Access is by eXisting roads and tracks, some 
made by the seismic party and an oil company_ The terrain 
consists of black soil and sandy plains, steep escarpments and 
gently-dipping slopes. 

. To t he east of the border, the Spirit Hill area was 
survey.ed. This area is described by Traves (1956) and is 
adjacent to the Northern Territory/Western Australia border near 
latitude 15 0 30' S. It forms the valley of the Keep River and 
lies between high ridges of Proterozoic rocks. The valley 
consists mainly of Permo-Carboniferous rocks (Weaber Group). 
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Access is by a graded road from the C.S~I.R.O. Kimberley Research 
Station. Water is available permanently at Milligan's Lagoon. 
The Keep River forms an obstacle to free movement but two 
crossings have been made near Spirit Hill~ 

The gravity surveys on land were made by G.F. Clarke 
(July, 1956) and P.M. Stott (September to October, 1956). 

. The underwater gravity survey was made by S.Waterlander 
in' July, 1958. The coastal waters from Lacrosse Island to 
Queens Channel were traversed and gravity readings were taken in 
Cambridgo Gulf including the East and West Arms. The majority 
of the gravity stations established in 1958 were observed with 
the underwater gravity meter. In Cambridge Gulf gravity 
stations were established on the land, using a dinghy. equipped 
with an outboard motor for transport, a~ong the banks of various 
tidal channels. Approximately twenty gravity stations were 
observed this way with Worden Meter No.260, using the high wate!' 
mark for altitude control. 

2. GEOLOGY. 

The geology of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin (see Plate 1) 
is described by Traves (1955) who used the term. "Bonaparte Gulf 
Ba~in" for the area occupied by "all the Palaeozoic sediments 
that crop out in the vicinity of Joseph Bonaparte Gulf". The 
Bonaparte Gulf Basin has been divided by Traves into sub-basins 
which include the Burt Range Basin - "the area of sediments that 
were deposited in an embayment and now form the Burt Range" and 
the Carlton Basin - an "area of Middle Palaeozoic sediments which 
cro.p out north and east of Carlton Station". 

More recently, Traves (private communication) has 
differentiated between the Port Keats and Keep River Basins -
the latter evidently referring to the relatively deep basin 
centred at the head of Keep Inlet as indicated by low gravity 
val1J.es. . 

The gravity survey made by the Bureau covers portions 
of t :he Carlton and Burt Range sub-basins. The gra vi ty surveys 
made by the companies referred to above, covered mainly the Keep 
Rive;r sub-basin but extended into the Burt Range sub-basin .. 

The Bonaparte Gulf Basin contains Palaeozoic sediments 
lying in a trough between the Kimberley and Sturt Blocks 
(Traves1955, Fig.33). Depositionoccurrecl during a period from 
Middle Cambrian to Ordovician in the Carlton Basin. After a 
break, Upper Devonian seas transgressed the Bonaparte Gulf region 
and sedimentation continued in the Keep River and Bu+t Range 
Basins to Lower Carboniferous times. Later, the area of 
sedimentation was extended during Permo-Carboniferous times when 
the Weaber Group was laid down. 

Although Palaeozoic sediments are the only ones of 
interest in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin from the petroleum 
prospecting aspect, the gravity results might be affected by the 
prese~ce of older sediments underlying the Palaeozoic 4 The 
oldest rocks in adjoining areas are Halls Creek Metamorphics 
(Lower Proterozoic), and they and their equivalent probably· form 
the basement of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. Resting unconformably 
on the metamorphic rocks are several thousand feet of Upper · 
Proterozoic sediments which cover vast areas in the adjoining 
Kimberley and Sturt Blocks. It is probable that these extend 
throug~out the Bonaparte Gulf Basin. Where exposed, they are 
in general nearly horizontal but in places are fractured and 
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folded il1tC bread. synclines and anticlines with axes mos·tly 
parallel to the trends of the Mobile zones which. border the 
Kimberley and Sturt Block (Traves, 1955, p.90). The Upper 
Proterozoic sediments are predominan-tly sand,stones and although 
no systematic testing for density has been done it is lik<i..y 
that they are on the whole less dense ·than the metamorphic 
basement rocks on whic~ they rest w 

There is little evidence to suggest vI/hether or not 
substantial variations in thickness of the Upper Proterozoic 
sediments occur beneath the Palaeozoic sediments in the 
Bonaparte Gulf Basin. Tra"j'es ('j 955, p. 92) considers that since 
Lower Proterozoic times there were various diastrophic move
ments ranging in age from before Middle Cambrian to Middle and 
Upper Carboniferous associated with the formation of the troughs 
!in which the sediments of the Bonaparte Gulf Basin were 
deposited. It seems probable that in trlene troughs the 
Paleo~oic sediments are underlain by Upper Proterozoic sediments 
which have been folded and eroded pTior to the deposition of 
the Palaeozoic sediments. This process would result in a local 
thinning of the Proterozoic section on the flanks of the troughs 
~nd/or a relative thickening coincident with the Palaeozoic ' 
troughs. 

3. THE GEOPjIYSICAL PROBLEM 

Sedimentary rocks are in general less dense than the 
m~tamorphic and crystalline basement rock$ on which they rest. 
As a consequence, the value of gravity is less over thick 
aycumulations of light sediments than over outcropping basement 
rocks. . There is usually a fairly close relation between the 
thickness of sediments and the amount by which gravity is 
reduced and it is thus possible to indicate the thickness of the 
sediments and conseque~tly the broad structure of a sedimentary 
b~sino 

In the Bonaparte Gulf Basin the total thickness of all 
members of the Palaeozoic section is about 15,000 feet but in 
anyone locality the thickness may not be more than 5,000 feet. 
Little is known about their average density. The results of 
tests on surface samples of various sediments taken from the area 
are shown on Table 1. The sandstone samples have an unusually 
low density - The samples are dry and partly weathered and it 
is Ilikely that the density of the sandstones at depth would be 
substantially higher. Sandstones predominate but in places 
the,re are thick sections of limestone and shale. The average 
denFlity of the sediments is probably of the order of 2.4 to 
2.5,' gID;CC and that of the average basement rocks is' of . the order 
of 2.7 to 2.8 gm/cc§ The Upper Proterozoic sediments, if 
relatively uniform in thickness throughout the area, would have 
little influence on the gravitational field except for an 
ove~all reduction proportional to their thickness. If there is 
loc~lised thickening of the Upper Proterozoic sediments co
incident with the Palaeozoic sub-basins, some part at.least of 
the gravity deficiency observed over the sub-basins is due to 
this, thickening. In sedimen'!iary basins in which the sediments 
havel been deposited in a subsiding basement trough, the 
depression of the basement itself gives rise to a gravity 
deficiency. The earthis crustal layers become progressively 
more dense in depth and more fluid - a depression of the 
relatively light, near-surface crust displaces denser and more 
fluid material leading to a local mass deficiency and reduction 
in gravitational field o 
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TABLE 1. 

DENSITY DETERMINATIONS OF STRATA SAMPLES FROM BONAPARTE 
GULF BASIN. 

Sample Type Locality Dry sample 
{" 0 1 d"'>nqi ty ,.... ..... . 
AAD/KR/1 Upper Proterozoic Pincombe Rang.3 2,-53 

2 Antrim Plateau Ord. Ri.VGl' 2.80 
Volcanics crOSSing 

' 3 Skewthorpe Skewthorpe 2.79 
Formation Ridge 

4 Hart Spring Sandstone " 2.22 

5 Clark Sandstone Clark Jump-up 2.13 
6 Cockatoo Sandstone Cockatoo Scmds 2.00 

7 Burt Range Limestone Burt Range 2.62 ' 
8 Enga Sandstone Enga Ridg.3 2.13 

~ Septimus Limestone Mt.Septimus 2.64 
10 Spirit Hill Limestone Spirit Hill 2.66 
10A 11 II " " 11 2.61 

11 Sandstone overlying " " 2.05 
Spirit Hill Limestone 

12 Sandy Creek Limestone Sandy Creek 2.63 

13 Point Spring Sandstone Point Springs 2.11 

The gravity observations in the Bonaparte Gulf Basin 
are presented in the form of a Bouguer anomaly map. The 
observations have been corrected for the normal change in gravity 
with latitude and elevation. In general, the Bouguer values 
are either positive or only slightly negative over outcropping 
Upper Proterozoic rocks .that border the Palaeozoic sub-basins, 
but are more negative over the sub-basins. As indicated above 
the decrease in values is probably caused by the combined effects 
of:-

(i) The presence of various thicknesses of 
Palaeozoic sediments. 

(ii) Local thickening of the Upper Proterozoic 
sediments. 

(iii) Depression of the basement rocks. 

(iv) Lateral variations in denSity of the basement 
rocks. These may result in variations in 
gravity being superimposed on the other effects 
mentioned above. 

Effects (i), (1i) and (iii) are not necessarily 
unrelated. It is likely that there is close correlation between 
the thickness of the Palaeozoic sediments and the amount of 
basement depression. Local thickening of the Upper Proterozoic 
sediments, if present, might coincide with the Palaeozoic troughs~ 
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Although there is considerable uncertainty in the 
interpretation of the gravity data, the fact that there is a 
close relation between the gravity anomalies and tae basin 
structures lends support to the 'belief that vnriations in 
gravity can be related directly tc variations in the thickness 
of the Palaeozoic sediments. Estimation of the thi.ckness of 
these sediments from the gravity data alone wou.ld not be jusi; ,i fic '.:l~ 
but it is possible thnt a satisfactory empirical relationship 
could be deri vod 'by compnring the thi.ckness of sedimentary rocks 
indicated by the seismic results with corresponding gravj.!;y 
anomalies. 

4. TECHNICAIJ WiATTERS. 

A. Gran t:.:l 

The following traverses shown on Plate 1 were read by 
the Bureau parties:-

(i). Carlton Trav~ from Carlton Crossing to the 
Northern Tprritory/Western Australia Border at 
the 55M (mile post). Stations G1 to G21 were 
read in July, 1956, and the extension G1 to the 
35 milepost (Stations G31 to G35) on the highway 
in October. The station interval was 2 miles. 

(ii) Car~ton Crossing - Ivanhoe Highway Traverse read 
at every fourthmilepost from 35M. to 55M. 

(iii) Point Sprin~raverse from 55M. on (ii) to Point 
Spring at Gf7 on (i); station interval 2 miles., 

(iv) Martin's Gap Tr~verse from P6 on (iii) to SP335 
on the Spirit Hill seismic Traverse A (stations 
M1 to M13) station interval 2 miles. 
A Branch Traverse from M4 connects with SP 311 
on Traverse A. 

(v) Carlton Basin Seismic Traverse A was read at i-m:i.le 
intervals from SP95 to SP1, from SP1 to SP53 and 
from SP53 to SP165. 

(vi) Ninbi~ Gravity Trav~~ from ' G8 on (i) to SP75 
on (vat 2-mile interval. 

(vii) In the Spirit Hill area (Burt Range sub-basin), 
gravity observations were made along seismic 
traverses A, B, C, D and E at shot poi,nts i-mile 
apart. 

Traverses 0 and D cross the Keep River and they were 
not read continuously frommd to end (ioe. no direct readings 
were taken betweenSP421 and Sr422 and between SP437 and SP441). 

Seismic Trave~:,ses A9 0 9 D and E were connected 
directly with Martin; s Gc.p Trave-rse and Traverse B by a tie 
from station M4 to SP406. 

Readings were taken at the 50 and 55-mile posts of 
the Northern Territory/Western Australia Border, included in the 
cOLJ,panies' survey. 
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B. Survey and Levels o 

Marti~!s Gap Traverse (M1 to M13) was surveyed and 
levelled, together wi1ih the section of the Point Spring Traverse 
\from P6 to the C"S.I.R.O. Kimberley Research Stc1~ion (P4)& 
Levelling was carried out along- the Point Spring Traverse from 
P4 to P1 and from P6 to P15 and thence along the Carlton 
Traverse from G17 to the border. Station P4 is tied in to a 
Bench Mark whose height k is known relative to Mean Low Water 
(1:1.L. W. ), Wyndham. The heights given by Traves (1956)) for the 
companies' gravity survey ar~ based on an assumed datum at the 
qO-mile post and are about 70 to 80 feet too high relative to 
lVj:.L.W., Wyndham. The Carlton and Spirit Hill Seismic Traverses 
vI,ere surveyed and levelled. In the case of the Carlton Seismic 
Traverse, the original levels were based cn an assumed datum at 
S:;21. These were tied to the companies' levels at the 74-mile 
post on the Northern Terri tory/Westiern Australia border and were 
found to be 57.3 ft. too high relative to M.L.W., 'Wyndham. 
The remaining traverses were barometrically levelled. The 
station positions have been plotted from aerial photographs at 
a scale of 1 inch to 4 miles, 

In preparing the Bouguer anomaly map (Plate 2), the 
1~ve19 of all the Bureau stations have been reduced to M.L.Wo, 
Wyndham as determined by the tie to the Bench Mark near P4, and 
elevation corrections have been based on these values. A 
suitable correction was applied to the companies' data to convert 
the Bouguer a~omalies to the same datum. 

C. Reduction of Results. 

(i) Data used 

(a) Levels based on M.L.W., Wyndham. 

(b) Latitude 15 0 30' S is 48.45 M.N.! relative to Border 
Survey. Hence 50 M.N. is 15 0 2tl' 39" S. 
Value of normal gravity at other stations obtained 
by surveyor measurement after plotting at 1 inch 
to 4 miles. 

(c) Observed value of gravity at G1 = 978 417.94 
milligals, based on tie to Wyndham Pendulum Station. 

(d) Wyndham Pendulum Station has observed value 978 
415.9(0) milligals. 

(e) Corrections. 

A density of 2.1 was assumed for calculating 
elevation correction. This value was used in the 
companies' survey (Traves 1956). 

In preparing the Bouguer anomaly map (Plate 2), the 
Bouguer values shown on the companies' maps (Traves, 1956) have 
been reduced by 22 milligals. This correotion makes due 
allowance for the difference in elevation and gravity datums 
betwe~n the companies' survey and the Bureau's. The values on 
Plate 2 are reduced to Bouguer values at M.L.W., Wyndham and are 
based on the pendulum value at Wyndham. 

X There is some doubt about the reliability of this Bench Mark. 



In reducing the results of the recent gravity survey 
along coastal waters the readings taken with the underwater 
gravity meter were reduced from the sea bed to Low Water Mark 
lusing a density of 1003 for sea water and 2.0 for the average 
rock density. The readings taken with the Worden gravity meter 
at mean sea level were reduced to L"W"M. using a density of 2~0. 

Whilst every effort was made to avoid the necessity 
for terrain correc:-tions these were unavoidable in places, e.g o 

o.t M11 in Martin's Gap, and at P7 to P10 where t he track runs 
along the base of the Pincombe Range. An approximate c~l
cUlation based on idealised ~ections is attached as an Appendix. 
The contour map of Bouguer anomalies is drawn at a scale 01' 
1 inch = 4 miles, with a contour interval of 1 milligal .. 

5. IiESULTS 
The gravity contours are based on fairly widely 

dispersed data; it is emphasised that no great reliance can be 
placed on the detailed shape of the contour pattern. The broad 
pattern of the contours, however, reveals significant trends 
which are outlined below. 

(a) A predominating north-easterly trend is apparent in 
the gravity contours in the eastern portion of the 
Bouguer Anomaly Plan, where steep gradients occur. 
This trend runs from the northern bank of the Keep 
River, opposite Mt.Septimus, toward Sandy Creek. 
This trend is still evident northeast of Sandy Creek 
but the gradients are less steep and the contours 
more easterly. ,It appears to extend further east 
beyond the .,Traifpe'r Hill and Buffalo Hill region. 
On the east side of the trend gravity Bouguer values 
are in general from fifteen to twenty milligals 
higher than to the west of it. 

(b) The trend of steep gradients described in (a) above is 
fo11owed further west by a somewhat irregular patterr.i. 
of low gravity anomalies. Further west Bouguer values 
again increase along another well expressed north
easterly trend of contours, which extends from the 
Eight Mile Creek area along the eastern side of the 
Pincombe Range and ends east of the Weaber Range. 

(c) In contrast with (a) and (b) it will be noted that over 
the wide area northwest of the Pincombe and Weaber 
Ranges the overall trend in the gravity contours is 
north-westerly, except for a number of local gravity 
tHighs' and 'Lows' which run almost at right angles 
to the general north-westerly trend. These local 
anomaly features are restricted to the area bounded by 
the zero and minus ten milligal contour lines. 

(d) The two major trends, mentioned above, show gravity 
intensity increasing southeast and southwest out of an 
extensive gravity 'Low' with apprOXimately ten milligals 
closure, which centers sou~h'[{est of the head of Keep 
Inlet between Latitudes 15 00' and 15 0 '15'. For con
venience this will be referred to as the :Keep Inlet 
Low' • 

(e) The 'Keep Inlet Low' extends mainly in an east-west 
direction. It is restricted to the north by increasing 
Bouguer values which were established by the underwater 
survey along the northern edge of the gravity map. 
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The southern end of an extensive gravity 'Highl 
which develops into a maximum further out to sea 
in the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf is indicated at Under
water Gravity Station No. 107 (Bouguer anomaly = +6.0 
milligals). East of this 'High' a trough-like 
extension of the 'Keep Inlet Low' runs northward across 
Queens Channel. 

(f) A distinctive feature inthe anomaly pattern is an 
isolated gravity 'High' which coincides with the 
Pincombe Ranges. It is terminated further west by 
a relatively narrow zone of low Bouguer anomaly -
the "Ivanhoe Low" - esta.blished at Station No.51M 
(- 11.1 milligals) north of Ivanhoe and at Station 
No.B9) - 11.7 milligals) on the Carlton Hill-Point 
Spring traverse. The axis of the "Ivanhoe Low" 
appears to swing in an arc from Ivanhoe to Pander Ridge 
and for some distance northwest beyond the Carlton Hill 
road, although further gra;(~~~ ty data are needed to 
establish its trend precisely. 

(g) Anomalous features of relatively small extent are 
present in the area which extends between the zero and 
minus ten milligals contour lines from the Pincombe and 
Weaber Ranges northwest toward the Cambridge Gulf. 
A gravity 'High' of limited extent, which requires more 
detailed coverage for accurate contouring~ exists south 
of Ninbing. Bouguer values south of Lacrosse Island 
near the head of Cambridge Gulf are exceptionally high, 
followed by a somewhat elongated zone of low values 
south of Shakespeare Hill. 

(h) Highest Bouguer anomaly shows on the Contour Plan is at 
Station No.137 (+ 15.3 milligals) of the Underwater 
Survey opposite Adolphus Island near t he northwestern 
corner of the gravity ·map. A minimum in the gravity 
data was established at Station No.R.38 (-38.7 milligals) 
in the Burt Range area. 

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

It is immediately evident that gravity values over 
outcropping Proterozoic rocks are generally higher than over the 
Palaeozoic basins. 

East of the Keep River-Sandy Creek anomaly trend, 
«(a.:) above) Upper Proterozoic beds occur, including sandstone, 
dolomite and shale of the Victoria River Group. Near Cockatoo 
Creek and south-east of the Burt Range area, members of the 
Lowe~ Proterozoic Group including igneous rocks of the Lamboo 
Complex and Halls Creek Metamorphics crop out. 

In the western portion of the surveyed area along the 
course of the Ord River and west of Cambridge Gulf outcrops of 
Upper Proterozoic beds coincide with the highest Bouguer anomaly 
obtained during the survey. . At the Pincombe Range Upper 
Proterozoic beds appear at the surface, indicating a basement 
'High'. This is clearly shown as a g~avity 'High', which has a 
north-easterly extension under the Palaeozoic rocks of the 
Weaber Range. 

From the aspect of structural@aology the trends of the 
gravity contours over the western and south-eastern portion of the 
plan emphasise the margins of two structural units of major 
proportions, namely the Kimberley Block to the west and the Sturt 
Block to the east. . 
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The deeper structure of these blocks is associated 
with pronounced unconformities between Lower Proterozoic and 
older rocks which are covered by almost flat lying Upper 
,Proterozoic beds. Variations in the gravity anomaly observed 
;upon typical block areas are most likely due to lateral 
variations in density between folded or intruded rocks, which 
compose the deeper basement. This interpretation is offered 
to explain the gravity maximum between Slab Hill and Flat Top 
Hill west of Cambridge Gulf and to the west of Adolphus Island, 
wnere Upper Proterozoic sediments with gentle dips crop out. 

The steep gravity gradients in the south-eastern 
portions of the contour plan from Keep River to Sandy Creek and 
some distance further north-east suggest, a major fault or a 
system of faults which form the western margin of the Sturt Bloc.k. 
This fault system seems to be an extension of the known Cockatoo 
~ault south-east of the Bu.rt Range area. 

It is of interest to note that the gravity picture 
Indicates that faulting is less pronounced at the extreme south
western end where Permian beds extend across the main fault to 
the east. 

From gravity data t he vertical displacement on the 
fault appears to be greatest between the Keep River and Sandy 
Creek where Permian sediments occur in outcrops west of the fault 
i~ contact with Proterozoic beds to the east. 

Further north-east beyond Sandy Creek the gravity 
g~adient decreases which might indicate that the fault gradually 
disappears and that eastern margin of the sedi~entary basin is 
determined by a monoclinal flexure rather than a fault. 

East swinging gravity contours opposite the Spirit 
Hill area suggest minor cross faulting almost perpendicular to 
the main fault plane. On the northern bank of the Keep River, 
where the Cockatoo Fault is intersected by the course of the 
river, gravity contour lines also swing east and indicate minor 
f~~ts diverging from the main fault. 

. The zero gravity contour which in the western portion 
of the surveyed area, swings north-west from Pander Ridge toward 
the tidal fiats east of Cambridge Gulf indicates in a general 
manner the boundary between the Cambrian and Devonian rocks which 
crop out in this area. However, gravity data is sparse in this 
area and more are needed to establish the contour trends 
accurately. The contours further north-east also run more or 
less parallel to the strike of the sediments, including Permian 
be~s, which gently dip northeast. 

Faulting which marks the margin of the Kimberley 
Block appears from the gravity evidence to be different . 
structurally to the fault zone, including the Cockatoo Fault, 
which bounds the Sturt Block. A structural pattern of "horst ll 

and "graben" tectonics prevails east of the Pander Riqge, 
including the "Ivanhoe Graben" (Traves 1955) of Devonian 
sediments, terminated farther east by the Proterozoic block of 
the, Pincombe Range. 

South of Ninbing a gravity "high" of limited extent 
is possibly a horst-like ridge beneath a cover of Devonian and 
Permian rocks. This suggestion is supported by a reversal in 
the dips of the Devonian beds shown on the 'geological map 
approximately two miles south-west of Ninbing. Minor faulting 
with north-westerly trends is known east and west of Ninbing. 
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However, a much denser grid of gravity stations would be 
required to correlate the gravity anomaly more accura~ely with 
known geological data. 

No gravity data are available immediately north
west of the Carlton Hill-Ninbing road, as this area is hard of 
access. However, gravity results obtained during the course 
of the survey in coastal waters near the head of Cambridge Gulf 
reveal a gravity "high" of plus four milligals extending south 
of Lacrosse Island, followed to t he east by an elonga~ed "Low" 
of minus eleven milligals s~uth of Shakespeare Hill. 

On Lacrosse Island Upper Proterozoic rocks crop 
out while along the cape near Shakespeare Hill rocks of Devonian 
age are known. The contrast between the high and low gravity 
anomaly produces steep gradients along a north-northeast trend 
between Lacrosse Island and Shakespeare Hill. This trend 
suggests the existence of a fault, which might foi~"m one of the 
margins of a deep graben under the gravity "Low". 

If this interpretation of the gravity picture is 
substantially correct, it appears likely that deep troughs 
similar to the "Ivanhoe Graben" extend over a considerable 
distance along the south-western margin of the Palaeozoic basin. 

Summing up all the gravity and geological data 
available, it seems reasonable to assume that an extensive 
fracture zone lies approximately between the zero and minus ten 
milligal contours from the Pincombe Range 'to the Cambridge Gulf. 

It is evident that gravity values observed over 
the surveyed area are generally lower on the Palaeozoic basin 
areas. The assessment of the total probable thickness of the 
sediments, deposited in deeper sections of the Bonaparte G~f 
Basins is difficult, owing to the great variation in the 
specific densities between Palaeozoic limestones and sandstones 
(see Table No.1). 

The gravity effect of the Burt Range Limestone 
and the assessment of the thickness of sediments in the Burt 
Range Sub-basin has been dealt with in a separate report, 
(Neumann 1959). 

The gravity results must be also considered in 
conjunction with the seismic results obtained in this area, 
which are also subject of a separate report (Robertson 1957). 
The lowest gravity values observed during the survey were 
obtained at the southern limit of the gravity data south of 
Mount Septimus. The deepest part of the Burt Range Sub-basin 
is probably to the south of MOlli1t Septimus. However, acid 
intrusions at depth, similar to the Lamboo Complex Granites, 
which crop out nearby along the Cockatoo Fault, might also 
contribute to the relatively low Bouguer anomaly in this area. 

Assuming that in the first approach the low gravity 
values of the anomaly picture can be correlated roughly to 
relatively thick sections of sediments,the overall interpret~+ion 
of the gravity data suggests the existence of a relatively deep 
sedimentary basin centered south-west of the head of Keep Inlet. 

Extending south-west from this are two embayments 
separQted by the outcropping Upper Proterozoic rocks of the 
Pincombe Range. The western embayment coincides with the 
Carlton Sub-basin and the eastern with the Burt Range Sub-basin. 
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Gravity contours also indicate embayments extending 
west and east from the centre .of the "Keep Inlet Low". P. north
eastern extension of this "Low" is indicated across Queens 
Channel into the Port Keats Sub-basin. 

It is significant that the Keep Inlet Basin, suggested 
from gravity data available at this stage is elongated east-west 
with its main axis approximately perpendj.cular to the general 
strike of the Palaeozoic sediments, which crop out along the 
const of the Joseph Bonaparte Gulf and which indicate that the 
main axis of the basin may extend north-northeast. 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The gravity results in the Bonaparte Gulf Region 
include several gravity lows which can be related directly to the 
presence of basins or sub-basins of Palaeozoic sedtments. 
Al though the gravity sur"!Teys were essentially of a reconnaissance 
nature they give a useful picture of some of the major structural 
:t:,eatures in the Bonaparte Gulf BaSin, but further gravity data 
are needed, particularly in the north-western and southern 
portions of the region, to complete the reconnaissance • 

NEUMANN, F.J.G. 

ROBERTSON, C.S., 1957 

T~VES, D.M., 1955 

TRAVES, D.M., 1956 
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APPENDIX 1.

Terrain Correction

In some cases it was found impossible to site stations
so that the terrain correction would be negligibla.^The worst
station in this respect is 111 in Martin's Gap.^No topographic
maps are available and level data is extremely sparse. However,
the idealised cross-section shown in Fig.1 probably provides a
reasonable estimate of the correction involved,

^k ^5.01 ^___,,
N^1^ e

..D
The section is assumed infinite in a direction perpen-

dicular to the plane of the figure.^Using the method of 11m ,:,r
(1939), corrections were calculated for zones B to G and estiriLlted
for zones H to K.

Values obtained are-

Zone Correction (units of 0.01 mgall

0
0
1

26
48
22

H-K 32

Total 129 = 1.29 mgal for density

The largest corrections are in zones E to G and in these
the cross-section is substantially correct, the horizontaa :Liance
to the top of the cliff being scaled from aerial photographc.
Hills also occur to the north of the station but these are lower
less steep and further away and the correction due to them is
likely to exceed 0.5 milligal.^The total terrain correctiori
not likely to exceed 2.0 milligals.^At most other stations the
correction is negligible but it might amount to 1.0 milligal
stations P7-P9.

Reference 

HAMMER,S., 1939^Terrain Corrections for Gravimeter Stations,
Geophysics, 4(3), 184.
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The largest corrections are in zones E to G and jn t l l':~ :::;e 
the cross-section is substantially correct, the horizontaJ ,L .:,r,a,l'J, cE? 
to the top of the cliff being scaled from aerial photograph'3(. 
Hills also occur to t he north of the station but these are l ,evle :r'" 
less steep and further away and the correction due to them is (;,:;~, 
li~ely to exceed 0.5 milligal. The total terrain correction is 
not likely to exceed 2.0 milligals. At most other stations the 
correction is negligible but it might amount to 1.0 milligaJ. ",' 
stations P7-P9. 

HAMMER,S., 1939 

Reference 

Terrain Corrections for Gravimeter Static:ns., 
Geophys~, 4(3), 184 • 
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